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Abstract
In the presence of background noise, the perceptual loudness
of speech signal significantly decreases resulting in the deteri-
oration of intelligibility and clarity. In this paper, we propose
a novel approach to enhance the quality of speech signal when
the additive noise cannot be directly controlled. Specifically,
we propose an approach which reinforces the speech signal so
that the partial loudness in each band can be maintained to the
level almost the same to that measured without the effect of
background noise. To find a suitable reinforcement rule, the
loudness perception model proposed by Moore et al. [1] is
adopted. Experimental results show that the loudness of the
original noise-free speech can be restored by the proposed re-
inforcement algorithm and the proposed algorithm can enhance
the perceived quality of speech signal under various noise envi-
ronments.
Index Terms: speech reinforcement, partial loudness, loudness
perception, speech enhancement

1. Introduction
As the background noise level increases, listening to speech or
audio sounds becomes more difficult. The most popular way
to resolve this problem is ‘speech enhancement’, which tries
to remove the effect of the additive noise from the noisy sig-
nal [2]. A conventional strategy to apply speech enhancement
to a speech communication system is to suppress the noise in
the noisy input before being transmitted to the far-end [3], as
shown in Fig. 1. From this viewpoint, speech enhancement
is considered to act for reducing the near-end noise perceived
by the far-end listener. However, it should be noted that the
near-end noise directly arrives at the near-end listener’s ears re-
sulting in the deterioration of the speech quality and this cannot
be controlled by means of the traditional speech enhancement
algorithms.

In this paper, we propose an approach to reinforce the au-
dio signal in ambient noise environments. When applied to the
aforementioned speech communication scenario, instead of pro-
cessing the near-end noise, the proposed algorithm reinforces
the far-end speech so that it can be heard more intelligibly and
clearly by the near-end listener. The overall block diagram of
the proposed technique is illustrated in Fig. 2 where the back-
ground noise can be picked up by either the microphone at the
transmitter or a dummy microphone. Basically, the proposed
speech reinforcement system boosts the power of the frequency
components of the speech. It can be intuitively understood that
a better perceptual quality may be achieved by simply amplify-
ing the overall power of the speech, but a simple amplification
cannot be an optimal solution when we take the spectral char-
acteristics of the noise into consideration. An alternative idea
is to amplify the frequency components of the signal so that the

noise level in each critical band becomes lower than the mask-
ing threshold created by the signal [4]. However, this method
may usually give rise to an excessively loud sound compared
with the original one when the noise level is relatively high.
Even though one can consider to adjust the frequency compo-
nents to produce the same signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for each
band [5], [6], SNR is not directly related to the perceptual loud-
ness felt by human auditory system. Moreover, all of these al-
gorithms do not account for the absolute level of the original
signal.

In the presence of noise, i.e., signals other than the one of
our interest, the perceptual loudness of speech signal is usually
diminished [1], [7]. Almost everybody has experienced such
phenomena in daily life, for example, when one listens to mu-
sic or has a conversation over the mobile phone in the pres-
ence of surrounding noises. According to the masking effect, a
certain weak signal (maskee) cannot be heard especially when
a strong signal (masker) exists in a nearby time or frequency
region. Even in the case when the maskee is not completely
masked, its perceptual loudness decreases to a certain amount.
The word partial loudness or partial masked loudness refers to
the perceptual loudness of a maskee when a masker is present
[1], [7].

Based on this phenomenon, we propose a speech reinforce-
ment algorithm that modifies the partial loudness in each band
of the speech signal such that it can be maintained to the level
almost the same to that measured without the effect of back-
ground noise. This restoration of the loudness may bring on the
improvement of the intelligibility and the overall speech qual-
ity [8]. The loudness perception model proposed by Moore et
al. [1] is adopted in the algorithm. Subjective loudness com-
parison tests show that the loudness of the speech decreases in
the presence of noise and can be restored by the proposed algo-
rithm. In addition, the results of a preference test that measures
the overall quality including the intelligibility, clarity, natural-
ness and pleasantness demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
is effective for enhancing the quality of the degraded speech,
and outperformed the SNR-based method [5], [6] under various
noise environment.

2. Speech Reinforcement based on Partial
Specific Loudness

The block diagram of the loudness perception model employed
in our speech reinforcement system is given in Fig. 3 [1]. The
aim of using this model is to obtain a mathematical representa-
tion of the specific loudness for noise-free signal and the par-
tial specific loudness for noisy signal when both the speech and
noise spectra are available. The first and second blocks repre-
sent the transfer functions of the sound pressure from the free
field to the eardrum and through the middle ear, respectively. It
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Figure 1: Block diagram of a communication system with
speech enhancement.
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Figure 2: Block diagram of a communication system with
speech reinforcement.

is noted that from the aforementioned meaning of each block,
the first filter should be omitted if the loudness is to be measured
for the sound heard from earphones or headphones. The third
block extracts the excitation pattern from the spectrum reaching
the cochlea and warps the frequency to the ‘equivalent rectan-
gular bandwidth (ERB) scale’, which is a refinement of the Bark
scale [7].

Given the excitations of speech and noise, we can now
compute the specific loudness and partial specific loudness.
The specific loudness and partial specific loudness stand for
the loudness per ERB and the partial loudness per ERB, re-
spectively. Let N ′

Q denote the specific loudness computed in
quiet condition when ESIG, the excitation caused by the sig-
nal, is larger than or equal to the threshold of hearing in quiet,
ETHRQ, and also ESIG is less than the saturation limit of the
cochlear amplifier. Then, it is given by

N ′
Q = C[(GESIG +A)α −Aα] (1)

where C, G, A and α are experimental constants [1]. N ′
Q is

given in a different form when ESIG is less than ETHRQ or
larger than the saturation limit of the cochlear amplifier, but
these cases are not of much interest since the former corre-
sponds to inaudible sounds, and the latter occurs when the sig-
nal level is too high, which can be easily avoided by controlling
the volume of the speaker. On the other hand, the partial spe-
cific loudness, N ′

partial, is computed in the presence of noise
when ESIG is larger than or equal to the masking threshold
ETHRN and the summation of ESIG and ENOISE , the excita-
tion caused by the noise, is less than the saturation limit of the
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the processing stages in the loud-
ness perception model.
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Figure 4: Block diagram of the proposed speech reinforcement
system.

cochlear amplifier. In [1], it is shown that

N ′
partial = C{[(ESIG + ENOISE)G+A]α −Aα}

− C{[(ENOISE(1 +K) + ETHRQ)G+A]α

− (ETHRQG+A)α}, (2)

or more precisely,

N ′
partial = C{[(ESIG + ENOISE)G+A]α −Aα}

− C{[(ENOISE(1 +K) + ETHRQ)G+A]α

− (ETHRQG+A)α}(ETHRN

ESIG
)0.3 (3)

where ETHRN is modelled as ETHRN = KENOISE +
ETHRQ with K being an experimentally determined
frequency-dependent constant. Again, the cases when
ESIG < ETHRN or ESIG + ENOISE is large enough
to saturate the cochlear amplifier are of little interest. The
difference between (2) and (3) lies in the scaling factor
(ETHRN/ESIG)

0.3, which is adopted to reflect the evidence
that when ESIG � ETHRN , the partial loudness of the signal
remains the same as that of the noise-free signal [1].

In the implementation of the proposed speech reinforce-
ment algorithm, all the filters and constants are held fixed to
their corresponding values as presented in [1]. Originally, this
perceptual model was built to parametrically approximate the
results of the measurement experiments performed with a sin-
gle tone, multiple tones and a uniformly-exciting noise stimuli
[7]. For that reason, there may be some modeling mismatch
when a signal of broad non-uniform power spectrum is applied.

The block diagram of the proposed speech reinforcement
system is given in Fig. 4. We assume that we can obtain an
estimate for the noise power spectrum possibly from the near-
end transmitter, from a dummy microphone or from any other
devices. First, the excitation patterns of the speech and noise
are separately derived based on the loudness perception model
shown in Fig. 3. Next, an appropriate gain is computed for each
band so that the signal when multiplied by the gain, will yield
the partial specific loudness which is the same as the level of
the noise-free signal. Let g denote the gain applied to a band.
Then, the partial specific loudness, N ′

partial derived by (2) or
(3) when gESIG is substituted for ESIG should be equal to N ′

Q
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in (1). Using (2) as the model for partial specific loudness, we
have

g =
[(GESIG+A)α+f(ENOISE)]

1
α −A

G
− ENOISE

ESIG
(4)

where f(ENOISE) is given by

f(ENOISE) = [(ENOISE(1 +K) + ETHRQ)G+A]α

−(ETHRQG+A)α. (5)

Note that when ENOISE is constant, the gain given in (4) would
be higher for the bands where the speech signal level is lower
resulting in the restoration of severely masked components al-
though the reinforced signal level may not exceed the noise
level. For the more precise model given by (3), it is not easy
to describe the gain in a closed form. Instead, we simply shrink
the gain in (4) when ESIG � ETHRN to approximate it. One
of the possible shrinking rules can be described as follows:

g̃ = λg + (1− λ)× 1.0 if gESIG > ETHRN × 100,

λ =
ETHRN × 100

gESIG
(6)

where g̃ is the modified gain. It prevents an excessive signal
amplification when ESIG � ETHRN and thus makes the gain
closer to the one based on (3). Since the process of transforming
the power spectrum into the corresponding excitation pattern is
well approximated by a linear model for a moderate signal level,
the square root of the gain g̃ obtained for each ERB is applied
to the associated spectral components resulting in a reinforced
signal spectrum.

3. Experimental Results
To show the usefulness of the proposed speech reinforcement
algorithm, informal subjective preference tests and loudness
comparison tests were performed. Instead of simulating the
real environment illustrated in Fig. 2, we simply added the
background noises to the original and reinforced speech signals
before being played out at the headphone. The test material
consisted of eight 7.5 seconds long speech files spoken by 4
male and 4 female speakers. Each file contained two spoken
sentences and was sampled at 8 kHz. The noises used in the
experiment were the speech babble and white noises extracted
from the NOISEX-92 database. Fifteen listeners (9 male and
6 female) whose ages ranged from 19 to 30 participated in the
experiment. Six of them were students specialized in speech
processing while the others were non-specialists.

Firstly, an informal subjective preference test was per-
formed to compare the perceived quality of the reinforced sig-
nal with that of the unprocessed signal in the presence of back-
ground noise. This experiment was designed to see how effi-
cient the proposed algorithm could be in enhancing the quality
of the speech under various noise conditions. At first, the qual-
ity of the signal reinforced by the proposed algorithm where the
true value of the noise power in each band was utilized (denoted
as ‘SRPSLt’) was compared with that of the unprocessed sig-
nal in noisy condition. This experiment can provide the perfor-
mance bound of the proposed reinforcement algorithm. We also
implemented a reinforcement algorithm (denoted as ‘SRPSLe’)
in which the noise power spectrum was estimated based on the
near-end microphone input, and compared the quality with that

Table 1: Subjective preference test result: The reinforced
speech vs. the unprocessed speech under noise conditions.

test set SRPSLt - unprocessed SRPSLe - unprocessed
noise babble white babble white

-5 dB 1.81 1.84 1.57 1.73
0 dB 1.24 1.43 0.79 1.37
5 dB 0.50 1.15 0.28 1.08

10 dB 0.04 0.96 0.02 0.88
average 0.90 1.34 0.66 1.26

Table 2: Subjective preference test result: The proposed rein-
forcement algorithm vs. the SNR-based method.

test set SRPSLt - SNRt SRPSLe - SNRe
noise babble white babble white

-5 dB 1.02 1.08 0.69 1.07
0 dB 1.07 0.89 0.80 0.63
5 dB 0.76 0.53 0.50 0.53

10 dB 0.55 0.32 0.34 0.21
average 0.85 0.70 0.58 0.61

of the unprocessed signal in the presence of background noise.
As for the noise power spectrum estimation, we applied the
one adopted in the voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm op-
tion 2 of the ETSI Adaptive Multi-Rate codec (AMR) [9]. The
preference test performed in this experiment was essentially the
same as the comparison category rating (CCR) test [10] except
that the original clean speech signal was provided to the listen-
ers as a reference. Each participant gave his/her opinion on the
perceptual preference with a score from -3 to 3. All the scores
from the listeners were then averaged to yield the average test
result. The results are summarized in Table 1 where a posi-
tive value means that the reinforced speech was preferred. The
average score was higher at lower SNR since the unprocessed
speech would be severely masked by the noise. We can also
see that the score was lower for the babble noise, which has a
spectral tilt similar to that of the speech signal resulting in mild
partial masking for every spectral component. When the noise
power spectrum was estimated by a practical technique, the per-
formance gain was slightly reduced but still meaningful. From
the result, we can conclude that the proposed reinforcement al-
gorithm enhances the perceived quality of the speech signal in
noisy environments.

Next, the quality of the signal reinforced by the proposed
algorithm was compared with that of the signal reinforced by
the SNR-based algorithm [5], [6] which was found to be supe-
rior to the simple power amplification [6]. The signal reinforced
by the SNR-based algorithm was produced by amplifying the
spectral components so as to retain the same SNR for all bands.
The target SNR of the output signal was set to make the power
of the output equal to that of the signal reinforced by the pro-
posed method. In much the same way to our previous exper-
iment, two different versions of the SNR-based method were
implemented according to the manner of obtaining noise power
spectrum. The SNR-based algorithm utilizing the actual noise
power spectrum is denoted as ‘SNRt’, and the other one where
the noise power spectrum is estimated by the AMR VAD option
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Table 3: Perceived partial loudness comparison test result: A positive score means clean speech is perceived louder.

test set clean - noisy clean - SRPSLt clean - SRPSLe
noise babble white average babble white average babble white average

-5 dB 1.93 2.21 2.07 -0.43 -0.93 -0.68 0.85 0.09 0.47
0 dB 1.13 1.67 1.40 0.11 -0.67 -0.28 0.63 0.18 0.40
5 dB 0.73 1.20 0.97 0.28 -0.11 0.09 0.57 0.23 0.40
10 dB 0.38 0.99 0.68 0.25 0.18 0.21 0.28 0.45 0.37

average 1.04 1.52 1.28 0.05 -0.38 -0.16 0.58 0.24 0.41

2 is denoted as ‘SNRe’. The overall performance of ‘SRPSLt’
was compared with that of ‘SNRt’ to show the superiority of the
proposed method. We also compared ‘SRPSLe’ with ‘SNRe’ to
show the practical applicability of the reinforcement algorithm.
The result of these tests is shown in Table 2 where a positive
number means that the signal reinforced by the proposed algo-
rithm was preferred. From the result, it can be seen that the
partial loudness-based technique outperformed the SNR-based
method. It was observed that the tone color of the speech sig-
nal was altered by applying the SNR-based algorithm since the
modified spectral shape of the speech generally followed that of
the background noise [5] and the relative perceived loudness for
each band varied even if the same gain was applied to all bands
due to the difference in the amount of partial masking.

Finally, to demonstrate that the loudness of speech signal
decreases in the presence of noise and can be restored by the
proposed reinforcement scheme, subjective listening tests were
conducted with emphasis on the perceived loudness. The pro-
cedure of the test was almost the same as that of the previous
preference test. But, this time, each listener gave his/her opinion
on the perceived loudness, not the quality, with a score which
indicates how much the former speech is felt ‘louder’ than the
latter one. The result of test comparing the partial loudness of
unprocessed and reinforced speech signals in noisy condition
with clean speech signal is given in Table 3 where a positive
score means that the clean speech is perceived louder. It is
evident that the perceived loudness of the unprocessed noisy
speech decreased as the SNR got lower. The test results con-
firm that the reinforcement algorithm proposed in this paper ef-
fectively restores the partial loudness of the noisy signal. In
the case of employing a practical noise power spectrum estima-
tion algorithm, the partial loudness restoration was found to be
somewhat imperfect since the noise power spectrum might be
slightly underestimated but was still considered to be tolerable
on average.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a novel approach to enhance
the quality of speech signal in adverse environment where the
noise cannot be directly controlled but the power spectrum of
it can be estimated. The proposed approach reinforces speech
signal under noise to have the same partial specific loudness as
the specific loudness that the speech would provide when noise
is absent. The loudness perception model proposed by Moore
et al. [1] has been adopted to calculate the specific loudness
and partial specific loudness of the signal. Experimental results
have shown that the proposed reinforcement algorithm restores
the perceptual loudness of the degraded signal and enhances the
quality of the signal under various noise environments.
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